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ONE WORD ANSWER

01. When complete form of Safety nunchaku launched ?

02. During the match if the safety nunchaku is damaged, the replacement has to be done within how many minutes?

03. How many techniques in Safety nunchaku ?

04. How many colour Belts are there in Safety nunchakku ?

05. In Safety Nunchaku Written Examination how many parts will be there to answer?

06. How many Katas in “ORIGIN KATAS” Category ?

07. What is the period for attending test from White belt to Orange Belt in Safety Nunchaku ?

08. In Safety Nunchaku Individual Kata Tournament, contestant should begin and end the kata with the

same hand. Is it correct?

09. What is the minimum marks to pass Safety Nunchaku Black Belt Examination?

10. How many sizes is there in Safety nunchaku?

11. During Safety Nunchaku Practice shall we do ‘empty hand’ (Karate) techniqus ?

12. As a safety measure, it is mandatory that students who practice Safety Nunchaku, to choose an area

about 2 square meter surrounding without any disturbance. Is it correct?

13. Eight directions are done to enhance the memory power and concentration and to understand the katas

in a better way. Is it correct?

14. World Safety Nunchaku Organization will recognise any club /School /Sports Organization /University/

Social Service Organization but not any Individual. Is it Correct?

15. The Safety Nunchaku Kata Match will have the Referee Panel which includes One Referee & two

Judges. Is it correct?

16. How many parts are in Safety nunchaku ?

17. What is the slogan for “Safety Nunchaku” ?

18. Which is the Certified document of Safety Nunchaku for Students ?

19. How many Kyus are there in Safety nunchakku ?

20. Safety Nunchaku officers pass-book is issued to whom?
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